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Abstract: AXI2OCP Bridge is a component which converts the AXI signals to OCP signals. Verification is a process of 
checking  the design  that is implemented  is working  according  to the requirements  specified.  The Advanced  eXtensible 
Interface (AXI) protocol and Open Core Protocol are the industry standard on-chip communication protocol. AXI2OCP 
Bridge helps to establish an effective communication between two components; one communicating in AXI protocol format 
and the other communicating in OCP format.  
The AXI2OCP Bridge acts as a Design Under Test (DUT) module for the verification environment and it is implemented using 
verilog, which is a hardware description language.  
The verification environment is implemented with the help of System Verilog (SV). Verifying helps in increasing the 
efficiency of the design. With the use of AXI2OCP Bridge, it is easier to connect the AXI based CPU cores to other 
intellectual property which are OCP based. 
Keywords: AXI2OCP Bridge, Assertion Based Verification, System Verilog, cache transaction, protected transaction. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Today’s System-on-Chip (SoC) has much Intellectual Property (IP) cores which are   inbuilt in them and the correct 
synchronization between all of these cores during the communication of data is a big task [1].The increasing complexity in 
modern SoC designs leads to more number of IP blocks to be integrated on to a chip. Bus protocols have much importance in 
the field of SoC design.  
There are various types of standard protocols available and are used in SoC which requires a bridge to pass the information 
from one type of protocol to other type of protocol safely and without any data loss [2]. One such bridge is AXI2OCP Bridge, 
which converts Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) signals to Open Core Protocol (OCP) signals by mapping. AXI was 
introduced by ARM Holdings.  
AXI protocol is a standard architecture designed for supporting the high frequency and higher performance SoC designs and 
incorporates the features such as independently acknowledged address and data channels, separate address/control and data 
phases, support for unaligned data transfers using byte strobes, out of order transaction, burst based transactions, separate read 
and write data channels to enable low- cost Direct Memory Access (DMA) ability to issue multiple outstanding addresses, 
easy addition of register stages to provide timing closure [3].  
OCP was introduced by OCP International Partnership. The Open Core Protocol (OCP) defines the only non-proprietary, openly 
licensed, core centric protocol with high performance, bus independent interface between IP cores that reduces design time, 
design risk, and manufacturing costs and promote IP core reusability for SOC designs [4].  OCP  being  an  existing  standard,  
it  is  capable  enough  in  meeting  all  the  future  SOC  requirements  in  terms  of performance, design methodology, including 
verification and modeling tools. OCP is utilized by many pipelined signal processing applications such as MPEG2 decoding and 
multiband DRAM architectures [5].  
Features of OCP include point- to-point synchronous interface, pipelining and bus independence, separation between requests 
and responses, support of bursts through annotation of transfers with burst information, support for transmission of in-band 
information, out-of-order request and response delivery using multiple threads and tags. The benefit of System Verilog (SV) is 
that it allows the user to construct reliable, reiteration,  verification environments  in a regular syntax, cross functional  
projects. Now that SV incorporates Object Oriented Programming (OOP), inter-process communication and dynamic threads, it 
can be used for system design [6]. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
The aim specified in [2] is to design and verify various AXI2OCP Bridge features using coverage closure criteria. Here, the 
AXI2OCP Bridge is implemented using verilog hardware description language. AXI2OCP bridge protocol verification 
environment  is constructed  by using System  Verilog  assertion  based functional  coverage  and code coverage.  Creating 
verification environment of AXI2OCP Bridge and checking the response from the design is one of the verification criteria 
developed in this paper. This proposed implemented environment improves the coverage and it reduces the time taken for 
verification. The simulation result of AXI2OCP Bridge for different test cases like write, read and write-read transactions are 
observed.  Realistic waveforms are created in Questa Sim tool by Mentor Graphics. The effective bus utilization of 94 percent 
for the read transaction and 84 percent for the write transaction is obtained. 
The main focus of [7] is about measuring the bus utilization parameter for the AXI 3.0 protocols generated test cases and 
functional verification of the AXI2OCP Bridge using system verilog language. Mapping the different set of signals of AXI 
protocol and OCP with the help of AXI2OCP Bridge is explained and analyzed. AXI2OCP Bridge is implemented using verilog, 
verification environment is created using System Verilog. The implementation of the bridge, creating the verification 
environment and checking the response from this design is the verification criteria developed in [2]. A bus utilization of 
76.92 percent for the read phase, 81.25 percent for the write phase and 95.45 percent for write_read phase is obtained. The 
functional verification of the AXI2OCP Bridge with practical waveforms is generated by the Mentor Graphics Questa Sim 
tool. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
The verification  environment  of the AXI2OCP  Bridge is as shown in Fig. 1. The components  of the verification 
environment  includes  AXI generator,  AXI coverage,  AXI Bus Functional  Model (BFM),  AXI Monitor,  Mailbox, OCP 
monitor, AXI assertion, OCP assertion, AXI2OCP assertion, AXI2OCP reference model, checker and the DUT which is the 
AXI2OCP Bridge. Testbench is implemented as a hierarchy of classes is as shown in Fig. 2. Class helps in keeping code 
modular by creating different components (class) for different testbench requirements. This also helps in Code reusability by 
reusing only required components. 

 
Fig. 1. AXI2OCP verification environment components 
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The generator generates test cases based on the specifications. BFM drives the data generated by the generator to the DUT. 
Mailbox allows different process to exchange data between them. Monitor is used to sample the interface signals and converts  
signal  level  to  transaction  level.  The  reference  model  reflects  the  behavior  of  the  DUT.  The  checker  model compares the 
results from DUT and Reference Model. The coverage module measures the functionality feature coverage, the line coverage and 
the conditional coverage of the design. Assertion model is used to check the occurrence of a specific condition or sequence 
of events, warnings or errors which are generated on the failure of specific condition or sequence of events. Thus Assertion Based 
Verification helps to identify the design bugs and helps to improve the coverage of the design. 
The reference model and checker are used for self checking.  The AXI2OCP Bridge is the Design Under Test (DUT) module for 
the verification environment, verilog hardware description language is used for its implementation. To verify the functional 
working of the bridge and to check its response, the System Verilog verification language is used. In the top module, all the 
modules of AXI2OCP Bridge environment are instantiated. 

 
Fig. 2. AXI2OCP hierarchy using System Verilog 

The AXI generator generates test cases such as single read transaction, single write transaction, burst transactions and 
unaligned transactions. These generated test cases are sent to the mailbox, which stores the data until it is sent to the BFM in order 
to avoid the loss of data. The BFM receives the data from the mailbox and drives it to the AXI2OCP Bridge. The received 
data is sent to AXI monitor who then sends the data to the AXI2OCP reference model and AXI coverage model via the mailbox 
and the coverage for the respective test case is obtained. After the mapping of AXI signals to OCP signals, the result is sent 
to the OCP monitor and then to the reference model via mailbox. Same input data is given to both DUT module and the 
reference model. Since the data given to DUT and reference model are same, the outputs from these two must match with one 
another. The comparison of the outputs is carried on by the checker module. If there is any mismatch in the output, it denotes that 
there is some functional error in the DUT. 
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IV. SIMULATION AND RESULT 
All the simulations are carried out with the help of the tool Questa Sim 10.6c. Various test cases such as single read transaction, 
single write transaction, write transactions with varying burst length, checking for different burst types, one write transaction with 
aligned address, one write transaction with unaligned address. Similarly, different test cases are generated and the obtained 
coverage report for each test case is observed. Bus utilization is also calculated for every test case. Bus utilization is the 
percentage of number of valid count to number of busy count.Valid count is the actual number  of clock cycles  required  
for  actual  data  transfer.  Busy count  is the  number  of  clock  cycles  required  for completing a transaction. 
 
1) Testcase 1: Write transaction with varying AWLEN 

 
Fig. 3: Write transaction with varying AWLEN 
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Fig. 4: Coverage report of write transaction with varying AWLEN 

Testcase 1 is the verification of the write transaction. This write transaction is carried out for varying length of AWLEN. 
AWLEN is the signal indicating the burst length of the transaction. Here the burst length is varied from 0 to 15.The simulation 
waveform of this testcase is as shown in Fig. 3. The coverage report of the write transaction with varying AWLEN is given in 
Fig.4. Here we can see that there is 100 percent coverage of the assertions and 90.80 percent functional coverage. 
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2) Testcase 2: Testing different burst type 

 
Fig. 5: Testing different burst type 
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Fig. 6: Coverage report of testing different burst types 

Testcase 2 is for testing the different burst types of the AXI protocol such as fixed burst type, wrap burst type, increment burst 
type and reserved burst type. Fig 5 shows the simulation waveform obtained for the different burst type test and the Fig. 6 gives 
the coverage report of this testcase. The coverage report indicates a functional coverage of 56.61 percent and 100 percent 
assertion coverage. 
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3) Testcase 3: Write_read transaction 

 
Fig. 7:Write_read transaction 
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Fig. 8: Coverage report of write_read transaction 

 
Testcase 3 indicates the write and read transaction verification of the AXI2OCP Bridge. The AXI protocol writes a data to the 
memory and the read operation takes place to the same memory location by the OCP. Fig. 7 shows the simulation  waveform of 
the write and write transaction  and Fig. 8 gives the coverage report. The coverage report indicates a 71.07 percent functional 
coverage and 100 percent assertion coverage. 
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4) Testcase 4: Write_read loop test 

 
Fig. 9: Write_read loop test 
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Fig. 10: Coverage report of write_read loop test 

Testcase 4 is a write and read loop test. Fig. 9 indicates the simulation waveform of this testcase and Fig. 10 gives the coverage 
report. The obtained functional coverage is 70.09 percent and the assertion coverage is 100 percent. 
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5) Testcase 5: Write_read with varying AWLEN 

 
Fig. 11:Write_read with varying AWLEN 
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Fig. 12: Coverage report of Write_read with varying AWLEN 

Testcase 5 verifies the AXI2OCP Bridge for a write and read transaction with AWLEN varying from 0 to 15. Fig. 11 indicates 
the simulation waveform of this testcase and the Fig. 12 gives the coverage report for this testcase. The functional coverage 
obtained for this testcase is 96.20 percent and the assertion coverage obtained is 100 percent. 
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The bus utilization percentages of the above testcases are tabulated in Table.1. The average bus utilization obtained is 
88.584percent. 

Table. 1. Bus utilization 
 

Testcase 
 

Testcase name 
 
Valid 
Count 

 
Busy 
Count 

 
Bus     Utilization     %=           

 
*100 

1 Write       transaction 
with               varying 
AWLEN 

136 165 82.42% 

2 Testing        different 
burst type 

39 43 90.69% 

3 Write_read 
transaction 

17 19 89.47% 

4 Write_read loop test 16 18 88.89% 
5 Write_read         with 

varying AWLEN 
139 152 91.45% 

 

 

 
Fig. 13: Merged testcases 
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Fig. 14: Coverage report of merged testcases 

Fig. 13 indicates the simulation waveform when all the test cases are executed together or merged and the Fig. 14 gives the 
coverage report of the overall testcases. With inference from the above coverage report, we can see that 100 percent  coverage  is 
obtained  for  the  functionality  of the AXI2OCP  Bridge  and  there  is 100  percent  coverage  of assertions. 

V. CONCLUSION 
A verification environment is built for AXI2OCP Bridge using System Verilog. The reference model and checker are included 
in the verification environment for self checking. The simulation waveforms and coverage reports are generated using Questa sim 
10.6c tool by Mentor Graphics. The AXI2OCP bridge is verified for various test cases like write transactions with varying 
AWLEN, testing various burst type, Write_read transaction, Write_read loop and Write_read  transaction  with varying  AWLEN.  
Bus utilization  is calculated  for various test  cases and obtained  an average  bus  utilization  of  88.584  percent.  100percent  
functional  coverage  is  obtained  indicating  the  efficient verification of the functionalities of the AXI2OCP Bridge. The 
coverage of the design has been improved through the Assertion  Based  Verification.  The  coverage  reports  show  that  100  
percent  coverage  is  obtained  for  directives covergroups (functional coverage) and assertions. 
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